
Drawing Inferences Using Data
Stefania wonders how much time students at her school spend playing video games. 

1. Stefania and her sister Helena attend the same school. Helena loves video games. If Helena 
   surveys 10 of her closest friends about how much time they spend playing video games, do 
   you think that survey would be representative of all the students at their school? Explain 
   your answer.

2. Stefania uses an app to randomly choose 30 students at her school to survey. In the survey, she 
    asks each student how many hours they spend playing video games each week. Below is a 
    table showing Stefania’s survey data. Make a dot plot of the data using the number line below. 
    The first dot has been plotted for you.
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No, Helena’s survey would likely not be representative of all of the students at their school. 
It is not a random sample of all of the students at their school and Helena's close friends 
probably play video games more than other students at the school.

Sample Answers
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About 50% of students at Stefania’s school play video games for 5 hours or less each week, 
and the other 50% of students play video games for 5 hours or more. Students’ weekly playing 
times are within about 10 hours of one another.

Yes. Both surveys are random samples of 30 students, so the samples will likely represent 
the whole school.

Since each survey is made up of a different group of students at the school, the median and 
range for each survey is different. However, both groups of students were chosen at random, 
so the samples are representative of the school and are similar to one another.
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3. Find the median and range of Stefania’s data. You can use your dot plot to help.

 
 
    What inferences can you make about how much time students at Stefania’s school play video 
    games? You can use the median and range to help draw your inferences.

4. Stefania’s best friend, Andre, attends the same school. He uses a computer to list the names of 
    all students at the school in random order. Andre chooses the first 30 students on the list and 
    asks them how many hours they spend playing video games each week. Are Stefania’s and 
    Andre’s surveys likely to be representative of students at their school? Why or why not?

5. Andre represents his data using the box plot below.

    

What are the median and range of Andre’s survey data?
 
  

6. The median and range of Stefania's data are di�erent from the median and range of Andre's 
    data. Explain how this can happen even though the surveys were randomly given to students 
    from the same school.
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